
 

2023 World Series of P I C K L E® Official Tournament Rules 

SECTION I – TOURNAMENT REGISTRATION AND ENTRY  

1. As used herein, (a) “TKD” means TKD Ventures, LLC, (b) “VENUE” means the facilities at various venues in Boca 

Raton, Florida 33496, (c) “WSOPICKLE” or “WSOPICKLE Tournament” means the 2023 World Series of P I C K L E® 

event taking place at the VENUE from March 8th, 2023 through March 12th, 2023 (dates subject to change), and 

(d) “WSOPICKLE Event” or “Event” means any individual WSOPICKLE tournament event.  

 

A current list of WSOPICKLE Events is available at www.WSOPICKLE.com and is subject to change.  

 

2. Entry into any WSOPICKLE Event is limited to persons 10 years of age and older, with proof of age, that TKD, 

acting in its sole and absolute discretion, deems appropriate. For all WSOPICKLE Events, only one (1) entry is 

allowed per person (each, a “Participant”). Certain WSOPICKLE Events may have age or other requirements.  

 

Review each WSOPICKLE Event’s structure sheet, available at WSOPICKLE.com and/or the WSOPICKLE 

registration area, for complete details before registering.  

 

VENUE reserves the right to refuse anyone entry into any or all WSOPICKLE Events, in its sole and absolute 

discretion, at any time, including before or during the registration process or after a WSOPICKLE Event has 

started. 

 

3. Participants may register for any scheduled WSOPICKLE Event (a) online at PlayTKD or (b) WSOPICKLE website 

(see Rule 4). Additional fees will be incurred on all credit card transactions (see Rule 5). Participants using credit 

cards must have a valid ID that matches the card holder name present on the credit card used for the 

transaction. 

 

4. Subject to the restrictions described in these rules, online registrations can be initiated by completing the 

registration process at the secure and encrypted WSOPICKLE.COM website.   

Methods of payment for online registration: 

a. Paypal.  

b. Venmo.  

c. Credit Card Authorization. After registering online, Participants must present the credit card used for 

registration payments along with a valid ID at the WSOPICKLE registration area. The name on the ID 

must match the name on the credit card.  

 

 

http://www.wsopickle.com/


All online registrants must finalize their registration on site at the WSOPICKLE registration area. Complete 

instructions can be found at www.wsopickle.com. Online-registered Participants must present current valid and 

unexpired photo identification (passport, driver’s license, state identification card, or military identification card) 

acceptable to TKD in person at the WSOPICKLE registration area to complete the registration process and to 

obtain their court and court assignments (see identification requirements in Section 9 below)  

 

5. Fees: The payment required for participation in any WSOPICKLE Event is the full amount of the Event’s entry fee, 

which includes an administrative fee to cover necessary WSOPICKLE staffing, materials and related 

administrative costs. There are additional fees applicable to online registration and the chosen method of 

payment. There will be a $3.00 processing fee added to each Event transaction, the online registration system. 

None of these abovementioned additional fees are paid to the WSOPICKLE or TKD. These are typical fees used in 

the payment processing industry for online transactions of this nature, by the vendors and providers of these 

services. Participant is responsible for payment of full registration amount and all registrations fees. 

 

6. Third-party registrations for Participants are not permitted unless submitted by official WSOPICKLE sponsors, 
official WSOPICKLE promotional partners, or official WSOPICKLE product licensees.  

7. TKD may limit the number of entries into any WSOPICKLE Event and may award entries into any Event through 
any means it deems appropriate. TKD intends to award a limited number of entries through satellite 
tournaments, third-party marketing arrangements and or other promotional activities in its sole and absolute 
discretion. TKD will add the required entry fee(s) to the applicable prize pools.  

8. Participants are responsible for payment of any and all taxes, licenses, registrations and other fees associated 
with Event registration.  

9. Participants must show their current, valid, and unexpired photo identification (passport, driver’s license, state 
identification card, or military identification card) acceptable to TKD at the WSOPICKLE registration area.   

If a Participant is not a U.S. citizen, Participant must have one of the following that is current, valid, and 
unexpired: passport, foreign government issued Driver’s License (License must have a photograph, date of birth, 
and a valid expiration date), Consular ID or Matrícula Consular Card (Mexico only), or alien registration card is 
required. If the current, valid, and unexpired photo identification does not include a physical address, a second 
form of ID that indicates physical address will be required.  

For persons registering via the online registration process using a credit card (as described in Rule 4), they must 
present the credit card they used for payment when they complete the in-person verification. 

10. A Participant must be a PlayTKD member prior to participate in any WSOPICKLE Event, satellite event, or side 
event. PlayTKD registration is free. Participants may register online at www.playtkd.com.  

11. Participants are responsible for checking their Event entry receipts before they participate in an event. All 
changes by Participants must be made before the start of any Event. 

12. Late registration is open until February 15th, 2023.  

13.  A late registrant is defined as a Participant who registers for an Event after the Event registration period has 
ended. Late registrants for any Event will be subject to the following rules in addition to all other rules.  

14. If a Participant registers for multiple Events and makes a subsequent day or the final court of an Event that 
conflicts with the starting day of a subsequent Event, that Participant may either (a) transfer his or her buy-in for 
the conflicting, subsequent Event to another Event, or (b) receive a refund, provided that the transfer or refund 
is initiated and approved prior to the start time of the conflicting, subsequent Event.  



Registration fees will not be refunded. 

15. No Show Policy: Any Participant who has not arrived by the start of the second game will be considered a “no 
show.” These Participants will have their records removed from play and will not be eligible to participate in that 
Event. The buy-ins for “no shows” will be forfeited.   

Participants who abuse the no show policy may be subject to exclusion from future WSOPICKLE Events and from 
the VENUE and all VENUEs of TKD’s affiliates.  

16. Individuals who are excluded from VENUE facilities, either through a government program or by their own 
request, are not eligible to participate in any WSOPICKLE Event.  

17. Each Participant must certify his or her own eligibility in-person as set forth in these WSOPICKLE Official 
Tournament Rules.  

18. No teams, substitutes, transfers or assisted play will be permitted, except as allowed in the rules for designated 
“Tag Team” Events. Notwithstanding the foregoing, TKD reserves the right to accommodate Participants based 
on special needs. 

19. Cancellations or voids must be completed prior to the start of the applicable Event. Email notification is 
acceptable provided such notification is received and approved by TKD prior to the start of the Event. 
Cancellations of online reservations should be made on the PlayTKD or WSOPICKLE Registration website.  

For third-party registrations, TKD will only issue refunds related to the third party that paid TKD the registration 
fee. Only the Event registration amount will be refunded. Any service charges incurred during the registration 
process will not be refunded for cancellations. 

20. Any Participant who registers in person, submits an online registration, authorizes an approved third-party to 
submit an online registration on Participant’s behalf, or otherwise participates in any Event accepts all terms and 
conditions of these WSOPICKLE Official Tournament Rules. 

21. Use of online registration as described in these WSOPICKLE Official Tournament Rules is void where prohibited 
or in any way restricted by applicable law.  

22. Entries will be retained for record-keeping purposes in accordance with local legal requirements. 

23. Registration Fee: 
All Registration fees differ based on event.  Does not Include Buy-In per event. 
 

24. INCLEMENT WEATHER POLICY 

WSOP I C K L E events are outdoor events.   If weather or any other unforeseen circumstance occurs the WSOP I 
C K L E will do all it can to play matches.   If Events are in-play when a weather or unforeseen circumstance 
occurs the situation will be evaluated on a case by case basis to determine if the Event may be finished that 
night or the following day.  In case of Pods moving to the following day, WSOP I C K L E will adjust the schedule 
of play as necessary. 
 

25. CANCELLATION DEADLINE: January 15th, 2023  
 
No refunds for any reason after the CANCELLATION DEADLINE ABOVE unless the Registration & Weather Policy 
Insurance was purchased prior to the CANCELLATION DEADLINE ABOVE.  All forfeited registrations will be 
converted to a WSOP I C K L E Limited Edition Tee Shirt. 
 
If you withdraw before CANCELLATION DEADLINE ABOVE, you will be issued a full refund. 
 

26. REGISTRATION & WEATHER INSURANCE POLICY: 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wfycjUuOR3GQ_iAGo-vylcFn0qBTO9Q-/view?usp=sharing


During registration, or until January 15th, 2023, you may choose to purchase the Registration & Weather 
Insurance in the event you have to cancel out of the event after CANCELLATION DEADLINE ABOVE.   See the 
policy for specific coverage details. 
 
The insurance will also cover your event fee in the case your event is cancelled due to weather without a make-up 
day option. 

 
What is the cost of the insurance?    $15 Per Participant Per Event. 
 
COVERED 

• The Registration Refund Insurance covers only the individual player who purchased the insurance 
during the registration for a WSOP I C K L E Event.    

• Each event has a separate Insurance Policy 
 

PRIOR TO START TIME OF AN EVENT - 100% of ALL FEES for the following: 

▪ Injury / Illness - Doctor's note required 
▪ Jury Duty - Jury notice required 

 
100% of Event Buy-In (excludes registration fee) is refunded at any time (no 
deadline) for the following reasons: 

• Event cancelled due to weather, with no make up day option.  

• If your event starts on the assigned day and gets cancelled (with no make-up options) you are eligible for 
an event refund. 

 

NOT COVERED 

• Players that DO NOT purchase insurance during registration 

• Event plays with start change or format change due to weather 

• If you do not show up to your assigned court on time (15 minute grace period) 

• Disqualification from tournament 

• Forfeit for ANY reason 

• If you sign up for the wrong event and you get disqualified 

• If you start your event but need to forfeit due to injury or medical reasons 

• Player simply withdraws from the tournament 

• If an event starts and is unable to finish, the policy doesn't apply if any match was played 
 
TO SUBMIT A CLAIM, GO TO THE FOLLOWING LINK: https://wsopickle.com/pages/claims 
 
*Please note, if you apply for a full refund, you are not eligible for the Limited Edition WSOP I C K L E Tee Shirt 
 

 
SECTION II – WSOPICKLE EVENT SCHEDULING  
 
27. WSOPICKLE Event times are approximate. TKD reserves the right to change Event times in its sole and absolute 

discretion.  

28. TKD may cancel, modify, relocate or reschedule the WSOPICKLE Tournament or any individual Event for any 
reason with TKD notification. 

29. TKD is not responsible for electronic transmission errors or delays resulting in omission, interruption, deletion, 
defect, delay in operations or transmission, theft or destruction or unauthorized access to or alterations of entry 
materials, or for technical, hardware, software, or telephone failures of any kind, lost or unavailable 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wfycjUuOR3GQ_iAGo-vylcFn0qBTO9Q-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wfycjUuOR3GQ_iAGo-vylcFn0qBTO9Q-/view?usp=sharing


connections, fraud, incomplete, garbled, or delayed computer transmissions, whether caused by TKD, users, or 
by any of the equipment or programming associated with or utilized in the promotion or by any technical or 
human error that may occur in the processing of submissions, any of which may limit, restrict, or prevent a 
Participant’s ability to participate in the Event.  

30. TKD is not responsible for injuries or losses arising or resulting from participation in the WSOPICKLE and is not 
liable for any acts or omissions by employees, whether negligent or willful, in the conduct of the WSOPICKLE, 
and is not liable in the event of any equipment or software malfunction.  

31. If for any reason an Event is not capable of running as planned, including infection by computer virus, bugs, 
tampering, unauthorized intervention, fraud, technical failures, weather, or any other causes within or beyond 
the control of TKD that corrupt or affect the administration, security, fairness, integrity or proper conduct of the 
WSOPICKLE Tournament or any Event, TKD reserves the right at its sole discretion to cancel, terminate, modify 
or suspend the WSOPICKLE Tournament or Event.  

 

SECTION III – PRIZES AND POD SELECTION  

32. Prizes and entries are non-transferable. Prize structures depend on the number of entrants and type of Event. 
Prizes are paid out as posted. If a prize pool is posted and contains erroneous information, management 
reserves the right to correct the prize pool at any time during an Event. Approximate prize pools for Tournament 
prizes can be viewed at www.WSOPICKLE.com/.  

33. Winners are responsible for payment of any and all taxes, licenses, registrations and other fees associated with 
WSOPICKLE Event prizes.  

34. Winners must show their current valid and unexpired photo identification (passport, driver’s license, state 
identification card, or military identification card) acceptable to TKD in order to collect prizes. If a Participant is 
not a U.S. citizen, a current valid and unexpired photo identification passport, foreign government issued 
Driver’s License (must have a photograph, date of birth, and valid expiration date), consular identification, or 
alien registration card is required. If the 6 current valid and unexpired photo identification does not include a 
physical address, a second form of ID that indicates physical address will be required, i.e. driver’s license, utility 
bill, credit card statement, etc.  

35. In each event, Participants will be assigned to a Pod and court selection through a randomized shuffler.  

36. A random selection court for an Event will be determined based on expected participation. WSOPICKLE 
Tournament management reserves the right to allow additional Pods beyond expected capacity or reduce pods 
in order to keep play in line.  

37. If a registered Participant is not present at the start of a WSOPICKLE Event by the start of the second match, they 
will be forfeited from the Event. 

38. TKD reserves the right to cancel, change or modify the WSOPICKLE at any time, for any reason, subject to all 
applicable regulatory approval, provided that such modification shall not, as of the date of such modification, 
materially alter or change any Participant’s prize already awarded.   

 

SECTION IV – PARTICIPANT CONDUCT AND TOURNAMENT INTEGRITY  
  

39. The competitive integrity of the WSOPICKLE Tournament is paramount. All Participants must adhere to the spirit 
and letter of these WSOPICKLE Official Tournament Rules that forbid play or any action that is illegal, unethical 
or constitutes cheating or collusion in any form.  

d. Cheating is defined as any such act engaged in by a Participant to break the established rules of play to 
gain an advantage. Cheating includes, but is not limited to, acts such as: collusion; un-approved USAPB 

http://www.wsopickle.com/


Paddles; introducing balls not intended for an Event into that Event; or the use of any kind of cheating 
device.  

e. All Participants are entitled to expect civility and courtesy from one another at every court and 
throughout the WSOPICKLE area. Any individual who encounters behavior that is not civil or courteous -- 
or is abusive in any way -- is encouraged to immediately contact a WSOPICKLE Tournament official.  

f. Anyone found to have engaged in or attempted to engage in any act that WSOPICKLE officials believe in 
their sole and absolute discretion compromises or could compromise the competitive integrity of the 
WSOPICKLE will be subject to sanctions imposed by TKD. The nature and extent of the sanctions 
imposed shall be in the sole and absolute discretion of TKD and may include, but shall not be limited to, 
the following:  

1. FORFEITURE OF AN EVENT 

2. FORFEITURE OF PRIZE MONEY 

3. EJECTION FROM AN EVENT OR THE ENTIRE WSOPICKLE TOURNAMENT 

4. LOSS OF PRIVILEGE TO PARTICIPATE IN FUTURE WSOPICKLE EVENTS  

5. EXCLUSION FROM ENTERING THE PREMISES OF VENUE AND/OR ALL DESIGNATED 
AFFILIATES OF TKD. 

g. Any and all violations of this Section or any other violation of the WSOPICKLE Official Tournament rules, 
as determined by TKD in its sole discretion, may be publicly disclosed in an effort to deter future 
violations and to assist other PICKLEBALL tournaments in identifying Participants who engage in play or 
any action that is illegal, unethical, or constitutes cheating or collusion in any form.  

In addition to the penalties authorized, TKD may impose penalties of any kind or nature upon any person who 
gives, makes, issues, authorizes or endorses any statement or action having, or designed to have, an effect 
prejudicial or detrimental to the best interest of the WSOPICKLE as determined by TKD, acting in its sole and 
absolute discretion. This may include, but shall not be limited to, expulsion from the Event and property, 
forfeiture of a Participant’s entry fee(s) and/or loss of the right to participate in this and/or any other 
tournament conducted by TKD or its affiliates. Additionally, TKD may in its sole and absolute discretion impose 
penalties of any kind or nature upon any person who, in TKD’s view engages in inappropriate conduct during 
Event play.  

40. TKD, in its sole and absolute discretion, may also disqualify any person from receiving any prize based upon 
fraud, dishonesty, violation of promotional rules or other misconduct while on the property, for acts otherwise 
occurring in relation to the WSOPICKLE, or as otherwise reasonable or necessary for TKD to comply with 
applicable statutes and regulations. TKD also reserves the right to exclude any individual(s) acting in a disruptive 
or inappropriate manner or counter to the best interests of the WSOPICKLE. Participant agrees that if Participant 
files a lawsuit against VENUE or any other individual or entity, involving these Official Rules or related to 
Participant’s removal from one or more Events, but Participant does not prevail against each defendant, 
Participant shall pay each prevailing defendant the costs, expenses, and reasonable attorney’s fees, it/he/she 
incurred in defending Participant’s lawsuit.  

41. Any Participant who initiates a credit card dispute seeking reimbursement of any amount paid to register for any 
WSOPICKLE Event is subject to permanent exclusion from all TKD-affiliated Events or Companies.  

42. Any attempt by any person to deliberately damage, corrupt or undermine the operation of the WSOPICKLE 
Tournament may be a violation of criminal and civil laws. Should such an attempt be made, TKD reserves the 
right to seek damages from any such person to the fullest extent of the law. 

43. All decisions regarding the interpretation of the WSOPICKLE Official Tournament Rules, Event rules, Participant 
eligibility, scheduling and staging of the WSOPICKLE Tournament, and penalties for misconduct lie solely with 
TKD, whose decisions are final.  



44. TKD employees will use reasonable efforts to consider the best interests of the WSOPICKLE Tournament and 
fairness as the top in the decision-making process, with the understanding that “best interests of the 
WSOPICKLE Tournament and fairness” shall be determined by TKD, acting in its sole and absolute discretion. 
Unusual circumstances can, on occasion, dictate that the technical interpretation of the rules be balanced 
against the interest of fairness. TKD’s decisions are final and cannot be appealed and shall not give rise to any 
claim for monetary damages, as each Participant understands that, while PICKLEBALL is primarily and largely a 
game of skill, the outcome of any particular Pod selection or Event is dependent on many factors, including, but 
not limited to, timing of the registration order, and the actions of other Participants.  

45. TKD prohibits the use of obscene or foul language in any public area of the VENUE at any time. Any Participant 
who uses such language or makes a foul, profane, obscene or vulgar statement, or speaks abusively or in an 
intimidating manner to another Participant, a referee or a WSOPICKLE Tournament staff member, will be subject 
to removal from the VENUE and WSOP I C K L E Event.  

46. Any Participant who taunts another Participant through theatrics or gestures or engages in any form of 
inappropriate behavior intended to disrupt other Participants in an Event will be subject to penalty.  

47. Participant or staff abuse will not be tolerated. A Participant will incur a penalty up to and including 
disqualification for any abuse towards another Participant or staff member, and the Participant could be asked 
to leave the property. Repeated etiquette violations, including, body, or clothing, delay of game and excessive 
chatter will result in penalties.  

48. The WSOPICKLE is subject to all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations, and all aspects of the 
WSOPICKLE are subject to the approval of appropriate regulatory authorities. 

49. These current WSOPICKLE Official Tournament Rules and Event rules/descriptions will be available at the 
WSOPICKLE facilities in the VENUE as well as at www.WSOPICKLE.com. 

50. Where a situation arises that is not covered by these rules, TKD shall have the sole authority to render a 
judgment, including the imposition of a penalty, in accordance with the best interests of the Tournament and 
the maintenance of its integrity and public confidence.  

 

SECTION V – PARTICIPANT LIKENESS AND IMAGE  

51. Prior to entering and playing in the Tournament, each Participant must execute a Participant release form. 
Failure to do so may, at the option of TKD acting in its sole and absolute discretion, subject the Participant to 
immediate disqualification at any point in the Tournament. If the Participant is disqualified, he or she shall 
forfeit all entry fees paid and not be entitled to receive any Tournament prize monies or any other prize.  

52. For all Tournaments taped for television, Participants may wear apparel with multiple logos, patches or 
promotional language. TKD reserves the right at all times to impose a ban on any apparel deemed objectionable 
by TKD, in its sole and absolute discretion.  

Under no circumstances may Participants courted at televised Final or Feature courts add logos, patches or 
promotional language to their apparel after the beginning of that day’s session of play.  

53. Under no circumstances will TKD permit any Participant to wear any logo, slogan or promotional language of any 
organization (or any parent, affiliate or subsidiary of any organization) that TKD, acting in its sole discretion, 
determines:  

i. Contains any false, unsubstantiated, or unwarranted claims for any product or service, or make 
any testimonials that TKD, in its sole and absolute discretion, considers unethical.  

ii. Advertises any non-prescription or non “over the counter” drug, tobacco product, firearm or 
firearm ammunition.  



iii. Contains any material constituting or relating to a lottery, a contest of any kind in which the 
public is unfairly treated or any enterprise, service or product that abets, assists or promotes 
illegal gambling. 

iv. Contains any material that is defamatory, obscene, profane, vulgar, repulsive or offensive, either 
in theme or in treatment or that describes or depicts repellently any internal bodily functions or 
symptomatic results of internal conditions, or refers to matters that are not considered socially 
acceptable topics.  

v. Advertises any pornographic products. 

vi. Includes any element of intellectual property without the owner’s consent to such use or that 
may give rise to any claim of infringement, misappropriation, or other form of unfair 
competition.  

vii. Disparages or libels any person or product.  

viii. Is engaged in (or is alleged to have been engaged in) conduct that TKD deems inappropriate, or 
which TKD determines could or does negatively impact the business or privileged license of TKD, 
its parent or any of its affiliates. 

ix. Is or might be injurious or prejudicial to the interests of the WSOPICKLE or TKD or is otherwise 
contrary to honest advertising and reputable business in general. This includes, but is not limited 
to, the name or logo of any person or entity that uses or has used the trademarks, trade names 
or logos of TKD or its affiliated companies without written authorization from an authorized 
officer of TKD. 

x. TKD reserves the right at all times to impose a ban on any apparel deemed objectionable by 
TKD, in its sole and absolute discretion. TKD reserves the right to refuse entry or continued 
participation in an Event to any Participant who does not comply with the aforementioned 
apparel rules  

SECTION VI – RULES OF PLAY 
 

54. The Event Tournament Director, Managers, and Supervisors are to consider the best interest of the game and 
fairness as the top priority in the decision-making process. Unusual circumstances can on occasion dictate that 
decisions in the interest of fairness take priority over the technical rules. The WSOPICKLE Tournament Director 
reserves the right to overrule any floor decision. 

55. Format 

a. Scoring 

i. All Event matches will be Rally Scoring straight to 15 or 21, no win by 2 

For more detailed information on WSOPICKLE Rally Scoring, see below. 

(Please note: Our format is not the same as MajorLeaguePickleball.NET) 

b. Party Pickle Format 

i. Starting Serve and Side Selection Determination: Dot on their players name will determine the 
serve.  All sides will be determined prior to what the scoreboard shows.  Left side are courts on 
the SOUTH/EAST and right side are courts on the North/West side.  Starting Servers can defer to 
the other team if necessary. 

c. Groupings/Pods 

i. All participants will be randomly shuffled into pods of 8, or 9, prior to the start of an event.  
After each round, the remaining participants will be randomly shuffled until the Final Court. 

d. Rankings  



i. After all games are completed, players will be ranked in order from first to last based on wins.  

The top 1, 2, or 3 will advance to the next round, or until the Final Court.  

e. Tiebreakers 

i. All tiebreakers are based on +/-.   

ii. In the event, two or more players have the same +/-, these players will enter a PartyPickle One 

Match of Straight Skinny Singles. 

f. Forfeits/Injury/Retire 

i. If you can no longer participate due to injury or illness during your pod play, you will forfeit the 

rest of your games and be ineligible to move on to the next round of pod play.  

ii. If a player retires during a match, a loss will be recorded for both retiree and partner and a win 

will be recorded for their opponents. Retiree will forfeit the remainder of their matches and out 

of the event.  

g. Lateness 

i. If you are late to your designated pod time, you will be given a 15-minute grace period to arrive. 

After that time has lapsed, you will be forfeited from the tournament. We will make every effort 

to accommodate all participants, but a late participant threatens the integrity and efficiency of 

an event 

 

56. The Braverman-David Rule, B.D.R. for short, is the rule which governs all other rules of the WSOPICKLE.  It states 
that the rules are the rules.  All rules for known or expected situations are written out and posted for all to see, 
and we make ourselves available during the run up to the WSOPICKLE for any questions or clarifications.  Should 
an event arise where the WSOPICKLE rules do not speak directly to the situation in question, the WSOPICKLE 
board will meet and vote on the equitable outcome.  If a player chooses to take advantage of a rule to gain an 
advantage, they are not wrong by the letter of the law.  However, they are totally uncool. 

 

57. TKD reserves the right to cancel or alter any Event at its sole discretion in the best interest of the VENUE or its 
Participants.  

58. All players will have up to 5 minutes between games to start the next game.  

59. Disputed Games: The right to dispute a game ends when a new game begins. A game begins with the first serve 
of the next game. All game disputes will be discussed after the Pod has been completed in order to keep the 
games moving along.   

60. Confirming Scores will be done on a Participant’s mobile device or the multiple tablets provided at the Court 
Location, similar to like an airport kiosk to confirm your scores.  All players will have 30 minutes to confirm their 
scores after all games and scores were entered.  After this time, the court monitor will confirm all scores. 

61. Participants may not ask for court changes unless a court is damaged.  

62. At Your Court: A Participant must be at his or her court by the time all Participants have arrived for start time. 
Participants must be at their court to call clock. “At your court” is defined as being within reach or touch of your 
game.  

63. An extra effort will be made to rule a game retrievable if it was incorrectly scored as a result of referee error or 
incorrect information given to/by a Participant.  

64. Penalties: In its sole and absolute discretion, TKD may impose penalties ranging from a verbal warning, removal 
of wins & points, and up to disqualification and expulsion from the VENUE. Penalties will be invoked in cases of 
soft play, abuse or disruptive behavior, and cheating or collusion. A penalty will also be imposed if a Participant 
throws a game, violates the one-participant-to-a-game rule or engages in similar behavior.  

One-participant-to-a-game means a Participant may not receive coaching advice from anyone while in a game 
and may not provide advice to any Participant while that Participant is in a game. 



a. Tournament officials can assess a verbal warning and disqualification.  

b. Repeat infractions are subject to escalating penalties up to disqualification.  

c. TKD will log all penalties issued throughout the duration of the WSOPICKLE under Participants  account.  

d. It should be noted that penalties may not always be imposed in successive manner. Tournament staff in 
their sole discretion, for example, can disqualify a person for a first offense if action of Participant is 
deemed worthy. Participants should know any conduct deemed penalty-worthy could result in a wide 
range of discipline for a first offense.  

65. Disqualification: A Participant who is disqualified shall have his or her points removed from play and no refund 
will be provided to that disqualified Participant. Any Participant who forfeits play for health or other personal 
reasons after the start of a Tournament will have his or her games forfeited off accordingly. 

66. Court Talk / Disclosure: Participants are obligated to protect the other Participants in the Tournament at all 
times. Therefore, whether in a game or not, Participants may not: a. Advise or criticize play at any time. c. Start a 
game out of turn unless authorized by court montior d. Discuss strategy with an outside source while involved in 
a game.  

Special Exceptions: The Floor Person reserves the right use his/her judgment to determine if one Participant 
intentionally helped another Participant. Participants who violate this rule are subject to penalty. 

67. Ethical Play: PICKLEBALL is an individual game. Soft play will result in penalties that may include forfeiture of 
games/points and/or disqualification.  

68. Etiquette Violations: Repeated etiquette violations will result in the imposition of penalties assessed by the 
Tournament Staff. Examples include, but are not limited to, unnecessarily touching other Participants’ paddles 
or equipment, body, or clothing, delay of the game, repeatedly acting out, or excessive chatter. Excessive 
chatter includes, but is not limited to, talking or conversation that causes a disruption of Participants who are in 
a game.  

 
SECTION VII - TOURNAMENT OPERATIONS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES  

 
69. Scheduled for Events are listed on their respective structure sheet.  

70. The duration of Play for Day One of all Events is noted on each Event’s structure sheet. 

71. Play on Day 2 and beyond may be suspended prior to the end of scheduled play, and will resume the following 
day even if noted otherwise in the structure sheet for the Event.  

72. If an Event has not reached a winner and is at the final game up after the completion of play on its final 
scheduled day, play may be extended in order to complete the Event.  

73. The Tournament Director may modify the schedule of play for any Event for any reason. 

74. TKD and its affiliates respect the right of Participants to the full and equal enjoyment of the goods, services, 
facilities, privileges, advantages, and accommodations of the WSOPICKLE Tournament without discrimination or 
segregation on the grounds of gender identity or expression.  

 
  



WSOP I C K L E Frequently Asked Questions (and Answers!)  

We here at WSOPICKLE realize that you may have a couple questions about this disruptive pickleball event that is slowly 

building steam for its eventual landing on the beaches of beautiful Boca Raton, Florida in March 2023.  Since we want 

you to understand what you’re getting yourself into, we have included this list of Frequently Asked Questions below.  

Please review and feel free to reach out with any clarification on answers or to pose entirely new questions that we may 

not have thought of. 

FAQs - About the WSOP I C K L E 
1. What is the World Series of P I C K L E?   

The World Series of P I C K L E or WSOPICKLE is a pickleball event unlike any before it.  It enhances the player 

experience by eliminating the pressure points and frustrations that are so prevalent with the typical pickleball 

event.  WSOPICKLE is made up of a number of Circuit Events that all surround the Main Event.  It will be held at a 

curated handful of sites from March 8th through March 12th in Boca Raton, Florida. 

 

2. What is different about WSOPICKLE?   

WSOPICKLE (1) is built upon a revolutionary playing format known as “PartyPickle”, (2) is administered 

seamlessly through the use of PlayTKD, (3) employs a completely open competition field, aside from a few 

rating-based Circuit Events, and (4) allows for all participants to play for the money that they have contributed 

to the prize pool. 

Because WSOPICKLE does not use a traditional bracket structure playing format, we can guarantee more 

playing, less waiting, and better games overall.  You will not register for WSOPICKLE using any of the traditional 

websites/methods.   

You will purchase your TICKET(S) at WSOPICKLE.com using an e-comm shopping experience.  Or starting 

November 1st, directly on PlayTKD.com WSOPICKLE registration page. 

When participating in WSOPICKLE events, you will no longer bring baskets of pens, papers, and balls back and 

forth for your court assignments and results.  All scheduling and results will be readily available through PlayTKD 

WebApp. 

The open field format prevents the need for any regulatory ratings system to place participants in skill-based 

events.  Nobody will be able to play down and unfairly take advantage of the competition. 

With the prize pool available to anyone in the field who makes it into the money, no longer will amateurs fund 

the prize pool for professionals without having a say in the outcome. 

3. What is PartyPickle?  

PartyPickle allows for doubles competition as a single participant without a set partner.  When you register, you 
are only registering for yourself.  Prior to the start of an event, you will be placed in a randomly assigned 
competition pod.  You will play one game with each of the other members of your competition pod until you 
have played with all members of the pod.  After all games have been played, the individual players with the best 
individual records will advance to the next round of pods.  This format allows for numerous games to be played 
in rapid succession.  
 
For example, if it is a nine player pod, you will play eight games with eight different doubles partners. 
 

4. What is PlayTKD?   



PlayTKD is the software that will run all of the WSOPICKLE events.  You will need to create an account on 

PlayTKD in order to participate in WSOPICKLE events.  Creating an account is free and you will receive 1,000 

Kitchen Koins just for creating your account.  This is the virtual currency of PlayTKD. 

 

5. How many players will be in my pod?   

For the WSOPICKLE Main Event, you will be placed in first round pods of nine players.  You will play one game 

with each of the other pod members as your doubles partner for a total of eight first round games.  With each 

rotation, eight players will play and one player will sit/rest.  Please refer to the list of individual events here 

(hyperlink) for the number of pods and pod populations for each event. 

 

6. How is the Main Event different from WSOPICKLE?   

The Main Event coupled with the additional Circuit Events make up WSOPICKLE. 

 

7. What are Circuit Events?   

Circuit Events are creative events that will surround the Main Event during the week/weekend of WSOPICKLE 

competition.  You can see a full list of the Circuit Events here (hyperlink). 

 

8. How much will this cost me?   

Every event has its own registration TICKET and its own pricing.  The Main Event is $250.  From that amount, 

$210 will go to the player prize pool and $40 will go to WSOPICKLE for event costs, fees, and hosting.  Pricing for 

each of the Circuit Events can be found here (hyperlink). 

 

9. What is the scoring format for WSOPICKLE Events?   
We will be using a RALLY base, lucky 13 (freeze @ 14), homestretch one-server system 
 

10. What does RALLY base, lucky 13 (freeze @ 14), homestretch one-server system mean?   
This means that you will not be playing under a traditional scoring format.   

Rally Based - You may score points either on your serve or on defense.  Unlike traditional scoring format, you 
will not have two serves per side.  If you serve and lose a rally, the other team gets the point and it is now their 
serve. 

a) Rally Base Serving (similar to Badminton, NOT Major League Pickleball)  
(i) A side has only one ‘serve’. 
(ii) At the beginning of the game and when the score is even, the server serves from the right 

service court. When it is odd, the server serves from the left court. 
(iii) If the serving side wins a rally, the serving side scores a point and the same server serves again 

from the alternate service court. 
(iv) If the receiving side wins a rally, the receiving side scores a point. The receiving side becomes 

the new serving side. 
(v) The players do not change their respective service courts until they win a point when their side 

is serving. 
(vi) If players commit an error in the service court from stacking, or a long point, the error is 

corrected when the mistake is discovered.  Teams are not penalized unless it is intentional.   
 

In sum, the order of server depends on the score odd or even same as Single Pickleball Play.  The service 
courts are changed by the servicing side only when a point is scored. In all other cases, the players 
continue to stay in their respective service court from where they played previous rally. This shall 
guarantee alternate server. 
 

b) Changing Ends 
(i) When the leading score reaches 8 points, players have a 60 second interval to change ends. 



c) Lucky 13 
(i) Your last receiving point can be scored on 13 as once you get to your 14th point your must score 

when serving.  You play straight to 15 and you must get your 15th point on your serve. 
d) Homestretch One-Server System   

(i) Once your team gets to 14, whoever serves the next ball will be your team’s server for the 
remainder of the game.  The other player will no longer have a chance to serve. 

Please note: *The Elite-18 of the Main Event, or any Final Court will play Rally Scoring to 21 

 

11. How many players are paid for an event?  

The WSOPICKLE pays out approximately 10-15% of the field size, but it varies slightly from event to event. 

 

12. How will I be paid?   

All payouts will be deposited into your PlayTKD Bank 

 

13. How do I enter and confirm scores for matches?  

All scores for matches will be recorded using PlayTKD.com’s WebApp.  When players have completed their 

games, one player from each team will report scores to court monitor. Court monitor will then input the scores 

correctly in front of players. Players will then return to court and move on to their next game.  Players will also 

have the ability to enter, edit, and confirm scores on their own mobile device 

 

14. What happens if I am late to the start of a Pod time? 

If you are late to your designated pod time, you will be given a 15-minute grace period to arrive. After that time 

has lapsed, you will be forfeited from the tournament. We will make every effort to accommodate all 

participants, but a late participant threatens the integrity and efficiency of an event 

 

15. What happens if I can’t participate in the following round due to injury or illness? 

If you can no longer participate due to injury or illness during your pod play, you will forfeit the rest of your 

games and be ineligible to move on to the next round of pod play.  

 

16. What happens if a player retires in a match? 

If a player retires during a match, a loss will be recorded for both retiree and partner and a win will be recorded 

for their opponents. Retiree will forfeit the remainder of their matches and out of the event.  

 

17. What rules are you using?   

All of USA Pickleballs except section 1. https://usapickleball.org/what-is-pickleball/official-rules/   

 

18. What do I do if suspect someone is using an illegal paddle?  

All paddles will be checked by court monitors before the start of each session of pod play. Paddles used for this 

tournament must be on the USA Pickleball approved paddle list.  

 

If your match is officiated by a referee, the referee will check paddles prior to play.  

 

19. What will happen if there aren’t an even amount of players to fulfill the event?  

If there aren't an even amount of players entered in the tournament, pod numbers will increase and/or 

decrease accordingly.  The later you register, the more of a chance you have at being added to the waitlist.  

 

20. Are there alternate registration options?   

Yes, you may compete in a number of Satellite Play-In events leading up to WSOPICKLE in March 2023. 

https://usapickleball.org/what-is-pickleball/official-rules/


 

21. What is a Satellite Play-In Event?   

A Satellite Play-In Event is a mini tournament hosted by WSOPICKLE ambassadors that will allow participants the 

opportunity to play their way into the WSOPICKLE Main Event.  The accepted basic structure is as follows: 

• 16-18 players 

• $30 buy-in 

• $540 in the pot 

• Two pods of 9 players each 

• Play 8 games in your pod 

• Top 2 from each pod make it to the Final Court 

• Play three more games (one with each of the members of the Final Court) 

• Best record (+/- is the tiebreaker) wins entry TICKET into the WSOPICKLE Main Event + $60, $100 to 

second, $60 to third, and $30 to fourth. 

 

22. Can I host a WSOPICKLE Satellite Play-In Event?   

Yes, we are actively accepting hosting requests to set up and run Satellite Play-In Events.  As a host, you are 

entitled to $80 of the prize pool based on the breakdown above.  You will be responsible for initiating, 

populating, and administering the 18-person event from start to finish.  You can send hosting requests here 

(hyperlink) 

23. What is the role of the court monitor?   
The court monitor will serve as the Eye in the Sky during events.  While ensuring that play moves swiftly and 
fairly on their assigned courts, they are also present to settle disputes when called upon.  Court monitors are not 
responsible, nor are they required, to watch all of the plays in any game.  Players may raise a challenge to the 
court monitor.  If the court monitor saw the play, they have the ability to answer a player challenge.  If they did 
not see something, they will respond “I did not see it”.  If a player treats a court monitor with anything less than 
the highest level of respect and courtesy, that player will be removed from the event and potentially the entire 
WSOPICKLE. 

 
24. Will you have referees for all events?   

No.  The early rounds will be self-governed games with the backdrop of one court monitor per two pods (four 
courts).  Referees will be used for the Elite-18 round and the Final Court. 
 

25. Can I play in any event?   
Yes, you can play in any event that you are eligible for.   

 
You cannot sign up to play in an event if you are already signed up for a different event at that time.   

 
You cannot play in an event that you are signed up for if you happen to advance in the Main Event to a point 
where your attendance in the Main Event is concurrent with the occurrence of a different Circuit Event.   

 
You may not play in a Circuit Event that requires a certain level of achievement that you have not achieved.   

 
You may not play in an invitation-only event that you have not been invited to. 
It depends on the Event Structure.  Most events are Open with a minimum DUPR Rating to enter.   

Also, please see rules above in case of overlapping events. 

26. Is this tournament affiliated with DUPR?  

No.  We are only using DUPR’s rating system for minimum entry into Open Events and for any Event Rating-

Based 



 

27. Are my scores given to DUPR? 

No.  We will not be sharing our data with any third party softwares, or companies.   

 

DUPR will not be able to scrape your data like they do with other tournament softwares. 

 

28. What is a G.A.R.Y. exemption?_ 

G.A.R.Y. stands for Generally Arbitrary Ratings Yo-Yo.  It is our realization that (1) sometimes a player’s rating 

can be higher or lower than it should be and (2) sometimes that rating moves around very quickly and 

inexplicably.   

 

The G.A.R.Y. Exemption allows TKD to rubber stamp any entries that we deem worthy from personal knowledge 

or knowledge from a trusted source.  Please contact us here to submit an inquiry on whether you qualify for a 

G.A.R.Y. Exemption. 

 

29. What happens if we have a 9-player Pod, one or more players drop out? 

The Pod will continue on and it will be an 8-player pod, and so forth.  

 

30. Pre-Match Briefing – Officiated Matches 

Before play begins for each match, the referee will hold a briefing with all players to: 

a. Inspect player paddles. 

b. Inform players of the match format. 

c. Identify starting servers and ensure visibility of the starting server identification. 

d. Identify side of courts based on scoreboard 

e. Remind players to make loud, clear, and prompt calls. (Line calling responsibilities 

f. covered above in #2 and #3; not required for briefing.) 

g. Notify players of any court abnormalities and approved rule modifications. 

h. Answer questions about player instructions and rules. 

i. Allow players to warm up as time permits. 

 

31. How can I be penalized during games for any disturbances, cursing, etc.? 

a. Possible forfeiture of wins and points from the game an issue occurred in  

b. Disqualification of the event. 

 
 

 

 

  



FAQs - GENERAL TOURNAMENT INFORMATION 

1. Where can I find General WSOPICKLE Information and Pre-Registration? 

Please go to www.WSOPICKLE.com for all Event Information 

 

2. Where is the WSOPICKLE tournament located? 

The WSOPICKLE is located in Boca Raton, Florida at 5 various venues. 

Participating venues include: 

• Fore-Plex (9 courts) 

• The Red Panda (6 courts) 

• Boca West Country Club (14 courts) 

• Woodfield Country Club (8 courts) 

• Broken Sound Country Club (8 courts) 

• St. Andrews Country Club (4 courts) 

Additional Venues may be added. 

3. What are the WSOPICKLE tournament dates?  

Registration and Qualifiers begin on October 16th, 2022 at 12am and run until February 14th, 2022.  

 

The first Bracelet event is March 8th, 2023.  

 

The first day of the Main Event will begin on March 10th, 2023.   

 

Please see a tournament schedule for dates of all other events. 

 

4. How old do I have to be to play in the World Series of PICKLEBALL?  

10 years of age 

 

5. When does Online-Registration online end?   

February 14th, 2023, 11:59am 

 

6. Once I have pre-registered online, how do I complete my Pre-Registration and receive my Tournament Entry 

Receipt and Court Assignment? 

All Participants will receive an emailed Golden Ticket on, or after January 3rd, 2023 for confirmation into the 

event.  

 

7. Will I receive confirmation after I Pre-Register?  

Yes. We will send an email confirmation once payment is received.  

 

8. Do I have to Pre-Register to play in WSOPICKLE?   

No. You may sign up for any event online at PlayTKD.com up until an event begins, if space is available.  

 

Capacity is limited, making pre-registration a great option for players that want to guarantee themselves into a 

specific event. 

 

9. What Photo ID’s are acceptable?  

a. The following forms of ID are acceptable:  

b. US RESIDENT:  

http://www.wsopickle.com/


i. Driver’s license or State issued Photo ID  

a. US Passport (A second form of ID that indicates physical address will be 

required, i.e. driver’s license, utility bill, credit card statement, etc.)  

ii. Passport card  

iii. Military ID  

iv. Permanent Resident Alien Card (Must say Permanent, if not must show Passport)  

v. ALL OTHER COUNTRIES:  

1. Foreign passport – We can accept a current, non-expired passport (We will NOT accept 

passport cards, visa cards or consular ID) (A second form of ID that indicates physical 

address will be required, i.e. driver’s license, utility bill, credit card statement, etc.)  

2. Foreign government issued Driver’s License –Must have a photograph, the date of birth 

and a valid expiration date. 

 

10. Can someone else Pre-Register for me?  

No, third-party registration is prohibited, unless authorized Sponsor of WSOPICKLE. 

 

11. What forms of payment are accepted for Online-Registration?  

Apple Pay Preferred, Credit Card, Venmo, or PayPal 

 

12. May I transfer my Tournament Entry to someone else?  

No. Tournament Entries are non-transferable. 

 

13. Can Tournament Entries be pre-paid over the phone with a Credit Card?  

No. All payments made through use of a Credit Card must be accomplished through the Online-Registration   

 

14. Can I receive a refund on my Tournament Entry?  

Yes. There is a cancellation and refund policy as outlined in the 2023 Tournament Rules available on 

www.WSOPICKLE.com.  

 

Cancellation of online registration is available online to the participant until the cancellation period ends 

 

15. Can anyone come and watch the WSOPICKLE?  

 

Guests are welcome to observe the WSOPICKLE in action – free of charge at any public venue.  All private clubs 

hosting an event will not offer outside guest.  

 

The Final Court Event on Sunday, March 12th will be a paid for entry. 

 

16. What are the rules on photography in the WSOPICKLE?  

Photos and personal videos may be taken in the WSOPICKLE tournament area.  

Flash photography and filming are strictly prohibited. 

 

17. How can I referee for the WSOPICKLE? 

Referees may apply online at www.WSOPICKLE.com/referee 

 

18. How can I volunteer for the WSOPICKLE?  

Volunteers may apply online at www.WSOPICKLE.com/volunteer 

 

19. How do I secure the PICKLEBALL room rates for my hotel stay?  

http://www.wsopickle.com/referee
http://www.wsopickle.com/volunteer


Follow the link at www.WSOPICKLE.com/reservations under the registration tab to book your room online now 

at the best rates available! 

 

20. Can I set up as a vendor at WSOPICKLE?  

For vendor information please contact 

 

21. Where can I get WSOPICKLE Merchandise?   

At WSOPICKLE.com or at each participating venue throughout the duration of the tournament. 

 

 
For any other questions, concerns, or comments, please contact info@WSOPickle.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



WSOP I C K L E EVENT SCHEDULE 
 

March 10th to 12th 
The Saint James Tea Main Event Bracelet 
$210 Buy-In + $40 WSOPICKLE Fee | OPEN TO ALL GENDERS 
Max. 736 players | Min 3.89 DUPR 
Certain G.A.R.Y Exemptions May Apply 
 
March 8th & 9th 
Main Event Senior 50+ Bracelet  
$210 Buy-In + $40 WSOPICKLE Fee | OPEN TO ALL GENDERS 
Max. 144 Players | Min 3.89 DUPR 
 
Thursday, March 9th @ 6:00PM 
The Emblem Source $15K Tournament of Champions Bracelet  
$900 + $100 Fee or by Invitation 
Max. 16-18 Players | 5.0+* 
 
Must be registered for the Main Event in order to receive an Invitation  
 
Certain G.A.R.Y Exemptions May Apply 
 
March 9th, 11th & 12th 
Rating-Based Satellite Events |  
Buy-In’s Starting from $50 to $1000  
3.0-3.5 | 3.5-4.5 | 4.5-5.0 | 5.0 – 5.5 
8-9 | 16-18 Player Pools 
 
NCAA Series Bracelet 
$150 Buy-In + $25 WSOPICKLE Fee | OPEN TO ALL GENDERS 
SEC | BIG 10 | ACC | PAC 12 
18 Players  | Min 3.89 DUPR 
Must be an Alumni or currently enrolled to play in a conference event. Each Event is  separated 
by Conference. 
 
The Michael Aaron Staffing NFL|NBA|MLB|NHL Bracelet  
$250 Buy-In + $50 WSOPICKLE Fee | OPEN TO ALL GENDERS 
18 Players | Min. 3.89 DUPR 
Must have played in one of these sports professionally  
Tennis Series "Singles" Event Bracelet:  
$210Buy-In + $40 WSOPICKLE Fee 
16 - 18 Players | Min. 3.89 DUPR 
Must have played tennis in college/pro event. This is the only singles event in th e WSOP I C K L E. 
 
“Team” Event Bracelet: 
$400 Team Buy-In + $50 WSOPICKLE Fee 
16-18 Teams | Min. 3.89 DUPR 
Pick a team of 3 players to play in a “team” Party Pickle formats.  
Registration begins September 15th, 2022  
All Bracelet Events will use PlayTKD’s Party Pickle Format. Scoring will be Rally to 15 (Badminton Rules 
with Lucky 13 freeze) 
13 will be your last point you can score on the receiving end.  


